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521273S Biosignal Processing 
 
 
Lab – III QRS Detection and ECG Rhythm Analysis 
 
Objective 
 
Your task is to develop a matlab code to detect the QRS-complexes from ECG 
signal using well-known Pan-Tompkins algorithm presented in the course book. In 
addition, you should calculate the heart rate, average RR interval and average QRS 
width. 
 
Information about data 
 
The signals which will be used in this exercise can be found from: 
http://www2.enel.ucalgary.ca/People/Ranga/enel563/SIGNAL_DATA_FILES/ 
 
Download the ECG signal; ECG3.dat. 
The signals are sampled at 200 Hz. 
 

Exercise 
 

Note: Ensure that the axes of the plots are labeled in suitable units such as 
seconds, Hertz, dB, etc. However, the amplitude of the signals may be shown 
in arbitrary units (AU). Remember also to put titles on all plots! 

 

 

Develop a matlab code to perform various filtering procedures that compose the 
Pan-Tompkins algorithm. Use the filter command for each step; see Section 4.3.2, pp 

187-190 of the textbook about details of the algorithm (handout given during labs or at 
lecture). Plot the input (original ECG) and output signals at each stage of the program in 
same figure using subplot. As a result you should have a figure with 6 subplots. 
 
All transfer functions of filters are given in the book. Before applying them with filter, 

put them in the following format to get the coefficients a and b: 
 
 
 
 
Stages of Pan-Tompkins algorithm that you need to apply are (see the book or handout): 
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1. Low pass filter, equation 4.7 
2. High pass filter, equation 4.11 
3. Derivative filter, equation 4.13, first you have to do the z-transformation 
4. Squaring 
5. Integration, equation 4.14, first you have to do the z-transformation, N = 30. 

 
→ Output of the Pan-Tompkins (P-T) algorithm. 
 

Note: The amplitude of an ECG signal may start with a value other than zero. As a 
consequence, the differentiator in the Pan-Tompkins algorithm will amplify the initial step, 
possibly resulting in an erroneous beat detection. In order to prevent this problem, 
subtract the value of the first sample of the ECG signal from the entire ECG prior to 
processing by the Pan-Tompkins algorithm. 
 
You may use the following code to detect the QRS-complexes. See also the Figure 4.5 to 

clarify the QRS detection from the P-T output. 

function [QRSStart QRSEnd] = 

detectQRS(data,blankingInterval,treshold1,treshold2) 

 
% This function determines the number of QRS complexes in given data based 
% on the Thresholds and blankingInterval. The results are stored in 
% the vectors QRSStart and QRSEnd (equal length) indicating the positions of 
% QRS complex beginnings and endings, respectively. 
% data: the P-T output from which you want to detect the QRS complexes 
% blankingInterval = the time after QRS start is blank, i.e. new start of 
% QRS is not allowed 
% treshold 1 = Q-wave begins here 
% treshold 2 = S-wave, see Figure 4.5 for tresholding 

  
% The vectors are initialized. 
QRSStart = []; 
QRSEnd = []; 

  
for i = 1:length(data)-1 
    % Every position where the threshold is crossed is stored as QRS 
    % complex start or end depending on the direction. 
    if data(i) <= treshold1 && data(i+1) > treshold1 
        QRSStart = [QRSStart i]; 
    end 
    if data(i) <= treshold2 && data(i+1) > treshold2 
        QRSEnd = [QRSEnd i]; 
    end 
end 

  
trueQRS = QRSStart; 
for i = 2:length(QRSStart) 
    % The QRS complexes occuring too early (during blanking interval)  
    % after previous QRS complex are left out. 
    if QRSStart(i)-QRSStart(i-1) < blankingInterval 
        trueQRS(i) = 0; 
    end 

     
end 
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QRSStart = QRSStart(find(trueQRS)); 
QRSStart = QRSStart(1:length(QRSEnd)); %keep the vectors same length 

 
You may select the threshold by yourself using the output plot of the P-T as help. (In book 
there is presented more advanced method that uses adaptive tresholding procedure in 
case you are interested..) 
  
Mark the detected peak locations on the plots of the output of the integrator and also the 
corresponding original ECG signal, including a correction factor for the delays introduced 
by the filters (delays from the book!). Include steps in your code to compute the following 
parameters for ECG signal (function length is very handy): 

 
1. Total number of beats detected in each ECG and the heart rate in beats per minute. 
2.  Average RR interval and standard deviation of RR intervals of each signal (in ms). 
3.  Average QRS width computed over all the beats in each signal (in ms). 

 
Remember to include enough comments in your code! 
 
 
 


